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Abstract: This study focuses on investigating the phase transitions in two materials, Cu2ZnSnS4

(CZTS) and Cu2ZnGeS4 (CZGS), which are important for understanding their structural and func-
tional properties. The temperature and pressure-induced tetragonal-orthorhombic phase transitions
in these materials are analyzed using density functional theory (DFT) and the quasi-harmonic Debye
model. The research aims to examine the changes in the material’s structure and the associated
thermodynamic properties during these phase transitions. The results reveal that both compounds
exhibit a negative value of δHmix, indicating the release of energy during the mixing process, which
suggests an exothermic nature. The DFT calculations at zero temperature and pressure, demonstrate
that the Stannite structure represents the ground state configuration of the Cu2ZnSnS4 system (with
xGe = 0%), compared to the Wurtzite-Stannite structure. The calculations also show that the difference
in enthalpies of formation (δH) between the Stannite and Wurtzite-Stannite phases for CZTS is
estimated to be 8.884meV per atom. Regarding Cu2ZnGeS4, the Wurtzite-Stannite structure is found
to be the most stable, closely followed by the Stannite structure, with enthalpies of formation of
−4.833eV.atom−1 and −4.804eV.atom−1, respectively. Notably, there are no definitive reports on
enthalpy studies for the Cu2ZnGeS4 system in the existing literature. Understanding the behav-
ior of these materials under different conditions can contribute to the development of improved
performance and stability of devices based on CZTS and CZGS.

Keywords: phase transitions; Cu2ZnSnS4; CuZnGeS4; Gibbs energy; Stannite; Wurtzite-Stannite.

1. Introduction

Photovoltaics stands out as a highly promising avenue for achieving a cost-effective
alternative energy source, and the research efforts directed towards this domain are con-
sistently on the rise. The materials utilized as the absorber layer in solar cells must meet
several key criteria: they should feature an appropriate bandgap, exhibit a notable light ab-
sorption coefficient across the solar radiation spectrum, demonstrate enhanced mobility of
charge carriers generated by light, incorporate economically viable and eco-friendly compo-
nents, seamlessly integrate with thin-film deposition methods, and maintain compatibility
with the overall fabrication processes.

In the past few years, ternary and quaternary chalcogenides have captured the interest
of researchers worldwide. These materials, with their versatile properties, have been
extensively studied for numerous applications aimed at enhancing the efficiency of light
conversion in devices, improving overall performance, and achieving cost-effectiveness.
Quaternary chalcogenide semiconductors are a subgroup of chalcogenide materials that
consist of a combination of four elements. Typically, these elements encompass sulfur,
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selenium, tellurium, and one or more additional elements derived from groups 3 to 6 of the
periodic table.

Quaternary chalcogenides, have found significant utility in solar cell technology. Ex-
amples like Cu2ZnSnS4 and Cu2ZnGeS4 are renowned for their exceptional capability to
efficiently transform sunlight into electrical energy [1–3]. Furthermore, these compounds
are constructed from elements that are both environmentally friendly and abundantly
available in the Earth’s crust. This characteristic holds the potential to decrease the manu-
facturing expenses associated with solar cells [4]. These materials exhibit various potential
phases stemming from rearrangements of their cations. For instance, there are stannite- or
kesterite-type structures, which are essentially derived from sphalerite unit cells through
the organization of metals within cation sites. Additionally, there exist Wurtzite-Stannite or
Wurtzite-Kesterite structures, which emerge from the Wurtzite lattice and conform to the
valence octet rule. Each phase can be characterized by its unique geometry. The Stannite (I-
42m) and Kesterite (I-4) structures both exhibit tetragonal symmetry, the Wurtzite-Stannite
(Pmn21) and Wurtzite-Kesterite (Pc) structures possess an orthorhombic geometry. Fur-
thermore, an intriguing phase known as the ’disordered kesterite’ phase (I-42m) has been
identified. In this phase, there is a random distribution of copper and zinc atoms within
the 2c and 2d Wyckoff positions [5].

In this study, the objective is to conduct ab initio calculations to investigate the struc-
tural and thermodynamic characteristics of the quaternary compounds Cu2ZnSnS4 and
Cu2ZnGeS4. Specifically, we will focus on the Stannite and Wurtzite-Stannite structural con-
figurations. To achieve this, we will employ an advanced computational technique rooted
in the density functional theory (DFT) framework, utilizing the WIEN2K computational
code. Throughout this investigation, we will meticulously compute and analyze lattice
parameters, bulk modulus, enthalpy of formation per atom, and various other pertinent
thermodynamic properties. The structure of the article is outlined as follows. The "Cal-
culation Methodology" section offers a theoretical outline of the computational approach
utilized. Subsequently, the "Results and Discussions" section will present the findings and
engage in corresponding discussions. Lastly, a concise summary of this present research is
provided in the "Conclusion" section.

2. Computational Methods

In this study, we employed first-principles calculations to thoroughly examine the
geometry optimization, structural characteristics, and thermodynamic properties of the
Stannite (St) and Wurtzite-Stannite (WSt) structures of Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) and Cu2ZnGeS4
(CZGS). To achieve this, we employed the full-potential linear-augmented-plane-wave
plus local-orbital method within the density functional theory framework, facilitated by
the WIEN2K code [6]. For this investigation, we considered conventional cells of CZTS in
the form of a 64-atom (2×2×2) supercell. Meanwhile, in the case of the Wurtzite-Stannite
(WSt) phase, a (1×1×2) supercell was employed. The calculations were conducted utilizing
64-atom supercells for both the Stannite (St) and Wurtzite-Stannite (WSt) phases. The
exchange-correlation effects were accounted for using the generalized gradient approxima-
tion (GGA), employing the revised Perdew-Burcke-Ernzerhof (PBEsol) parameterization [7].
Throughout the computations, all atomic positions were meticulously relaxed to minimize
quantum-mechanical forces.

3. Results

As previously mentioned, the structural optimization and relaxation were conducted
by adjusting the lattice parameters within a specified unit cell. These adjustments were car-
ried out for various fixed unit cell volumes around the experimentally established ground
state volume. The objective was to minimize the total energy of the supercell by varying
the volume of the supercell, as well as the b/a and c/a parameters. This procedure allowed
us to determine the equilibrium lattice parameters accurately. To analyze the relationship
between volume and energy, we employed the third-order Murnaghan equation-of-state
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(EOS) to fit the resulting volume–energy curve. The outcomes of this analysis, including
the optimized lattice parameters (a, b, c) have been compiled in Table 1. In addition,
we have included corresponding experimental results from existing literature sources for
reference. From the tabulated data, it is apparent that there is a considerable degree of
agreement between our computed lattice parameters for Cu2ZnSnS4 and Cu2ZnGeS4 and
the experimental values found in the literature. This congruence underscores the accuracy
of our computational approach and its ability to reliably predict structural properties.

Table 1. Optimized lattices parameters (a), (b) and (c), b/a and c/a ratio, and the calculated enthalpies
of formation at 0 KT.

Compound a[Å] b[Å] c[Å] b/a c/a ∆H[eV/atom]

Cu2ZnSnS4
GGAPBEsol[St] 5.383 - 10.767 - 1.999 −4.706
GGAPBEsol[WSt] 7.757 6.475 6.217 0.834 0.801 −4.698
Exp.[St] 5.455 a - 10.880 a - 1.994 a -
Exp.[WSt] 7.973 b 6.611b 6.290 b 0.829 b 0.781 b -

Cu2ZnGeS4
GGAPBEsol[ST] 5.306 - 10.421 - 1.963 −4.804
GGAPBEsol[WSt] 7.435 6.423 6.128 0.863 0.824 −4.833
Exp.[St] 5.346 c - 10.518 c - 1.968c -
Exp.[WSt] 7.509 c 6.479 c 6.185 c 0.862 c 0.824 c -

aRef. [8] bRef. [9] cRef. [10]

The enthalpy of formation per atom (∆ f H) for our materials is determined by subtract-
ing the total energy (EminCZXS with X = Sn or Ge) of the compound in its equilibrium crystal
structure from the sum of energies associated with the constituent elements, considering
stoichiometric ratios of Cu, Zn, Sn (or Ge), and S. Our computed (∆ f H) values, utilizing
the GGAPBEsol approximation, are anticipated and showcased in Table 1, following the
subsequent expressions [11]:

∆ f H(Cu2ZnXS4) =
[

Emin
Cu2ZnXS4

− [2Emin
Cu + Emin

Zn + Emin
X + 4Emin

S ]
]
/n (1)

where, X is Sn or Ge atoms and n is the number of atoms in the supercell. As depicted in
Table 1, the Cu2ZnSnS4 compound exhibits the Stannite structure as its stable phase, with a
preference over the Wurtzite-Stannite structure. Conversely, for Cu2ZnGeS4, the Wurtzite-
Stannite configuration emerges as the most stable structure. The computational results
reveal that the difference in enthalpies of formation between the Stannite and Wurtzite-
Stannite phases is relatively minimal in CZTS when compared to CZGS. The difference in
enthalpies of formation (δH) between the Stannite and Wurtzite-Stannite phases for CZTS
is estimated to be 8.884meV per atom.

In this research, we employ the quasi-harmonic Debye model code known as GIBBS2
which was developed by Otero-de-la-Roza et al. [12] to forecast thermodynamic properties
across a range of temperatures and pressures. Specifically, we utilize the non-equilibrium
Gibbs free energy function to investigate the potential occurrence of phase transitions when
subjecting the system to different combinations of temperature and pressure.

Examining the plots in Figure 1 reveals that the CZTS compound consistently main-
tains its stable Stannite phase under various applied pressures. On the other hand, for the
CZGS compound, the introduction of pressure initiates a phase transition from Wurtzite-
Stannite to Stannite at approximately 40 GPa. Additionally, the same figure demonstrates
that changes in temperature have no observable impact on the crystal structures of both
materials; they remain unaffected regardless of the temperature variations.
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Figure 1. Influence of pressure and temperature on the Gibbs free energy in CZTS and CZGS
compounds.

4. Conclusions

The structural and thermodynamic characteristics of Cu2ZnSnS4 and Cu2ZnGeS4
under varying temperature and pressure conditions were thoroughly examined through
the utilization of DFT calculations in conjunction with the quasi-harmonic Debye model.
When germanium is substituted with tin, a common outcome is a reduction in the lattice
parameters due to the smaller size of germanium atoms. Additionally, it was found that
the mixing enthalpy is negative (indicating an exothermic process) for the stannite-based
structure, indicating that the formation of the alloy is thermodynamically favorable.

Through an analysis of the Gibbs energy variations, we gained valuable insights into
the thermodynamic behavior and the conformational and structural transitions that these al-
loys experience under different temperature conditions. Furthermore, our thermodynamic
and phase analyses, based on Gibbs calculations, unveiled a noteworthy microstructural
evolution in the Cu2ZnGeS4 compound. As pressure increases, this compound undergoes
a transition from the Orthorhombic Wurtzite-Stannite phase to the Tetragonal Stannite
phase. In contrast, Cu2ZnSnS4 maintains its tetragonal structure consistently throughout
the study.
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